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A B S T R A C T

We investigate a numerical method for approximating the solution of the one
dimensional acoustic wave problem, when violating the numerical stability
condition. We use deep learning to create an explicit non-linear scheme that
remains stable for larger time steps and produces better accuracy than the refer-
ence implicit method. The proposed spatio-temporal neural-network architec-
ture is additionally enhanced during training with a physically-informed term,
adapting it to the physical problem it is approximating and thus more accurate.
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1. Introduction

We propose a method to solve the wave propagation problem in a homogeneous domain while violating the sta-
bility conditions. We focus on the one-dimensional problem in the time domain (one spatial and one time coordinate).
We set reflecting boundary conditions (e.g, a string held at both sides). Hyperbolic problems have been investigated
by many authors [1, 2, 3] and in many fields, such as fluid dynamics, acoustics, electromagnetic problems, etc. Most
studies discuss solutions that do not involve instabilities. Others focus on calculating a stability condition limit, e.g.,
if the condition is met, the solution is numerically stable. We propose a method, based on a physically-informed
deep-learning approach, producing stable solutions, even if the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition is
not met.

When approximating a physical problem numerically one chooses a grid on which the solution will be calculated.
When the number of grid points is immensely large, the amount of calculations might exceed the hardware perfor-
mance limit (for example, calculating the propagation of an electromagnetic wave that was sent from a satellite and
propagates over an entire continent with 1 meter precision). On the other hand, facing a difficult problem (high order
equation, complex numerical model, singularities etc.) even a small number of points can be too much to handle. Ac-
cording to the CFL condition, using a fine grid requires also a fine temporal discretization which makes the solution
even more complex. For example:
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• Modeling long and large processes, e.g., a cosmic phenomenon that takes years to develop.

• Modeling a very short phenomenon that occurs once in a very large time-span, e.g., a volcanic eruption that
takes minutes but happens randomly once a decade.

• Modeling a wave problem with a very large propagation speed, e.g., a shock wave hitting a rod.

We model the propagation of underwater acoustic waves by the acoustic wave equation [11, 12, 4] with parameters
of the medium (such as wave propagation velocity, boundary conditions etc.). We numerically approximate the solu-
tion using a simple central difference Finite-Difference (FD) scheme in both space and time (2). The CFL condition is
a necessary condition for the stability of this method [6], fixing a ratio between the spatial and temporal discretization
sizes. When the CFL condition is not met, the numeric solution explodes, resulting in an exponentially growing error
over time.

In an attempt to develop a numerically stable scheme while violating the CFL condition, we train a neural-network
to learn the elements of the scheme. We generate solutions synthetically from randomly chosen initial conditions
using a stable scheme and sub-sample the solutions in such a way that they are unstable (the CFL condition is not
satisfied). These sub-samples are the training set for the neural-network which is then tested on different synthetically
generated unstable problems. Although the training part takes hours, using the non-linear scheme produced by the
network takes milliseconds. In addition, other explicit numerical methods cannot produce a solution under violation
of the CFL condition while the proposed method does. Therefore, we compare the solution to both an explicit and
an implicit method. We also compare the method for a wave problem with a simple analytic solution, measuring the
difference between the method and the analytic solutions over time to check the methods performance over many time
steps.

We improve the method by adding a physically-informed [7, 8] loss element to the neural network during training.
We exploit the fact that the network solves the acoustic wave problem, and create a loss term that compares the net-
work’s learned solution with another solution produced by the FD approximation. This makes the network physically
aware of the problem it is trying to approximate and therefore ensures better convergence resulting in higher precision
of the numerical method.

The outline for the remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 3 discusses the physical problem and the
mathematical formulation used to model the problem. Section 4 reviews key aspects of learning methods and present
the deep-learning model used. Section 5 presents the numerical experiments conducted and the findings using the
proposed methods. Concluding remarks are found in section 6.

2. Background

Given a system of differential equations there exists two different approaches for approximating the solution for the
system - explicit and implicit methods [9, 10]. Implicit methods usually require large computational effort. Explicit
methods are conditionally stable, meaning that if the stability condition is not satisfied the solution explodes.

Some studies focus on developing conditionally-stable explicit methods with less limiting conditions. Some
methods introduce relaxation coefficients, while others use augmentation of the problem to create a dual condition
that is less demanding [16]. These methods usually have lower accuracy compared to the implicit models, but they
are able to solve problems that implicit solvers cannot due to the lower computational effort. Usually, these methods
are tailored to the physical problem they are trying to approximate (in terms of the parameters and even the algorithm
that defines the method).

A common issue with numerical methods is that the higher the accuracy we require, the higher the computational
effort we need. This trade-off is a main concern when developing a numerical method, and it motivates researchers to
search for either finding the most accurate solution or the most efficient solution. There are several studies that try to
find a model that will be sufficiently accurate and the least complex for a given problem. However, there is no perfect
model that is both high-order, accurate and efficient and also suitable for every problem.

We propose an explicit method that is more accurate than most implicit methods for large time steps. The approach
is to create a neural-network and train it with different solutions for PDEs so that the network can learn a numerical
method. The weights of the network represent the coefficients of the method, and after training is done and the
coefficients are learned, we use the network to predict the later state of the system based on the previous ones which
makes it an explicit method. Although training is a complex procedure, it is only done once and using the trained
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model is a very efficient procedure. We compare the performance of this method to an implicit method in terms of
accuracy over time, and observe promising results.

The field of machine learning is growing very rapidly and many other data-driven fields use methods in machine
learning to approximate models. Specifically, in numerical analysis, the use of physically-informed neural-networks
[7] is growing. Such methods make the network physically aware of the problem it is solving. Here, we demonstrate
another use of the physically-informed idea - constructing a loss function for the network that is based on the wave
problem. We have achieved improved results using such a method.

3. Numerical modeling

3.1. Mathematical model

The general formulation of the wave problem is given by -

ü(−→x , t) = ∇ · (c2(−→x )∇u(−→x , t)) −→x ∈ Ω, t ∈ (0,T ],
u(−→x , 0) = u0(−→x ) −→x ∈ Ω,

u̇(−→x , 0) = v0(−→x ) −→x ∈ Ω,

u(−→x , t) = f (−→x , t) −→x ∈ ∂Ω1, t ∈ [0,T ],
∇u(−→x , t) = g(−→x , t) −→x ∈ ∂Ω2, t ∈ [0,T ], ∂Ω1 ∪ ∂Ω2 = ∂Ω,

(1)

where u(−→x , t) is the wave amplitude or acoustic pressure, c is the wave propagation speed, u0 and v0 are the initial
pressures and velocities respectively, and f and g are boundary condition of types Dirichlet and Neumann respectively.
In this work we investigate the one-dimensional case. Therefore, throughout the paper x is treated as a scalar so
x ∈ Ω = [a, b]. We also assume that c is constant. The specific system we solve is given in section 5.1 by (4). Problem
(1) is well-posed and thus small changes in the problem conditions result in small changes in the solution and there
exists a unique continuous solution to the problem inside the domain.

3.2. Numerical approximation methods

We approximate the spatial domain Ω using Nx nodes. We also approximate the temporal direction [0,T ] using Nt

nodes. Both are uniform divisions. We denote ∆x and ∆t as the grid spacing. We use the notation un
i for the solution

at point (i ·∆x, n ·∆t) where i = 0, ...Nx − 1 and n = 0, ...Nt − 1. A commonly used method to approximate the solution
is the FD method [5]. We use it to approximate both in time and space as follows:

un+1
i − 2un

i + un−1
i

∆t2 = c2
(

un
i+1 − 2un

i + un
i−1

∆x2

)
. (2)

3.3. Numerical stability

Denote α = c ∆t
∆x . This is the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number. The CFL criterion α = c ∆t

∆x ≤ 1 is
a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of FD method [6]. When we choose a grid (selection of
Nx,Nt,∆x and ∆t) that does not satisfy the CFL condition, α > 1, after a few iterations in time the solution ”blows
up” as shown in figure 1.

3.4. The data-driven problem

We formulate the computational problem as a supervised-learning problem. In supervised learning, each sample
has a label and a chosen learning algorithm learns the connection between each data sample and its label. Typically in
deep learning, the size of the training set is large. This allows the model to learn how to generalize to unseen samples
with sufficient accuracy. In addition, designing the right architecture of the machine learning model to fit the physical
nature of the problem has a significant impact on the performance.

We create the data-set by generating random initial conditions from a truncated orthonormal basis in L2(Ω). In
addition, this space is large enough to choose many initial conditions with a high variance between them. A specific
choice of basis functions is given in section 5.1.

We use a truncated Taylor series at t = 0 to approximate the second time step:
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(a) α = 0.875 (b) α = 8.75

Fig. 1: Approximation of a solution to the wave problem after 10 iterations using the FD method with different CFL numbers

u(x, 0 + ∆t) ≈ u(x, 0) + ∆tut(x, 0) +
∆t2

2
utt(x, 0).

Substituting the initial condition for the pressure (u0 in (1)):

u(x, 0 + ∆t) ≈ u0(x) + ∆tv0(x) +
(∆t)2

2
c2uxx(x, 0).

Substituting v0(x) ≡ 0 and switching notation we get a formula for u1:

u1
i = u0

i +
∆t2

2
c2 u0

i+1 − 2u0
i + u0

i−1

∆x2 ∀i = 0, ...,Nx.

To ease the notation, consider the vector:

un =


u(x0, tn)
u(x1, tn)

...
u(xNx , tn)

 ,
so un denotes the solution at time tn over the entire spatial grid.

We use the FD method to create the data samples. Unfortunately, violation of the CFL condition results in an
unstable solution. Therefore, we create the data using a fine grid, e.g., using ∆t

m where m is a natural number larger
than 1. We then choose only each mth sample. The data set includes input samples with u(n−1)m and unm and labels
u(n+1)m for a randomly chosen n = 0, ..., Nt

m (using a randomly generated initial condition). We want the learning
algorithm to train a non-linear scheme û(n+1)m = S (u(n−1)m, unm) ≈ u(n+1)m that explicitly approximates the solution
such that the coarse time discretization (using ∆t) does not satisfy the CFL condition.

4. Deep learning approach

We use a deep-learning approach to solve the data-driven problem described in section 3.4. Specifically, we train
a neural-network composed of convolutional and fully connected (FC or dense) layers whose coefficients (weights
and bias terms) are initially unknown. After each layer we use a component-wise non-linear activation. To learn
the coefficients we iterate using the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm to minimize a predefined target
function. We experimented with many network architectures (number and sizes of convolution and dense layers) until
we obtained one that has good convergence of the SGD algorithm, resulting in good accuracy for the solution of the
samples in a predefined testing set.
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The fully connected layers try to learn all the connections between the input of the layer and its output using
matrix multiplication by unknown weights. For an input matrix A of size Ntrain×N f eatures (number of training samples
times the number of numerical values representing each sample, i.e., features) and an unknown matrix W of size
N f eatures × Nlayersize the layer output is L(A) = W · A + b where b is a bias vector of unknown weights as well. The
unknown elements are then approximated during the training process using the SGD method, with respect to a target
function.

The convolution layers try to learn local patterns in the data. They consist of a set of filters of unknown weights
wi . Convolving the input of the layer with each of the filters produces the feature map of the layer: L(A)i = wi ∗A + b.
The filter weights are also computed by the training process using the SGD algorithm similar the fully connected layer
weights. The difference between the fully connected and the convolutional layers is finding global connections versus
local patterns.

Most layers are followed by non-linear activation functions. They enable the network to learn more complex
problems which other machine learning algorithms can not. In most cases, the use of non-linear activation functions
results in better predictions. We use a rectifier function called Parametric Rectified Linear Unit (PReLU, [17]). The
PReLU activation is defined as follows:

f (x) =

ax, x < 0
x, else

where a is a learned array with the same shape as x. The PReLU function adjusts the output in a way that is learned
through the training phase and is not necessarily linear.

After designing the network architecture (number of layers, type and size of each layer etc.) we use a gradient
descent algorithm to determine all the weights. We define a loss (target) function (specified in sections 4.1 and 4.2
which the SGD algorithm tries to minimize with respect to all the weights. If the network is designed correctly, the
gradient descent algorithm converges. Therefore, after a certain number of iterations (called epochs) we expect the
network model, with its set of discovered weights, to make an accurate prediction û(n+1)m for u(n+1)m, from unseen
testing data (u(n−1)m and unm).

During the training phase, we use a validation set consisting of samples that are not in the training set. The
validation set is similar to the testing set. The difference is that we do not allow using the testing set during the
training step. The validation set is used during the training of the model for monitoring the prediction accuracy over
samples that are not in the training set. If the metrics show that the loss value of the training samples keeps decreasing
but the validation loss increases, the model is over-fitting the training data. This means that the model will accurately
predict the training data but will fail with new samples, losing the ability to generalize. We terminate the training
phase before the model over-fits.

Finally, using the trained model we test its ability to make predictions on a testing data-set. The samples chosen
for testing are different from the training and validation samples. We examine the performance of the network on this
testing set as shown in section 4.3.

4.1. Network architecture
We use a spatio-temporal network architecture. Recall that the data-set is formed using solutions of the wave

problem that are dependent on space and time. We design the network accordingly, so that the first layers learn the
temporal elements of the data and the layers that come after learn the spatial elements. This architecture outperformed
all other architectures. We first use a convolution layer to learn the time elements between the two input vectors. We
use 16 filters of size 2 for this layer to extract only the temporal information. Afterwards, we reshape the output and
use two convolution layers with 128 filters of size 3 and 1 followed by a convolution layer with 1 filter of size 1.
These learn the local spatial connections in the data. The architecture design of the network concludes with a dense
layer. Table 1 presents the types of the layers, sizes and number of weights. Figure 2 presents a sketch of the network
architecture.

The loss (target) function we use for training the network is the Mean Squared Error (MSE). We define MS Ek,(n+1)m =

1
Nx

∑Nx
i=1

(
û(n+1)m

i − u(n+1)m
i

)2
for each randomly generated initial condition where 1 ≤ k ≤ Nic and Nic is the number

of initial conditions used to create the training set. The MSE loss is then m
NicNt

∑Nic
k=1

∑ Nt
m

n=1 MS Ek,(n+1)m. Low MSE
means that the predictions are close to the true values. The gradient descent algorithm tries to minimize the MSE with
respect to the weights of the network.
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Layer type Number of weights Number of biases Activation Layer output shape Number of activation weights

Convolution 32 16 PReLU Nx × 1 × 16 8016
Convolution 6,144 128 PReLU Nx × 128 64,128
Convolution 16,384 128 PReLU Nx × 128 64,128
Convolution 128 1 - Nx × 1 0

Dense 251,001 501 - Nx 0

Table 1: Network layers types, sizes and number of weights

Fig. 2: The network architecture

4.2. Physically-informed loss

We propose to enhance to the network described above by adding a loss term that makes the network “aware” of the
specific physical problem it is trying to solve. We recall that the input data-set was formed by using a FD scheme with
a fine spatial discretization and picking a subset of every mth step. We exploit this knowledge to construct a physically-
informed loss term. During the training phase, the network uses gradient descent to minimize the physically-informed
loss and is expected to perform better with the additional knowledge of the problem.

When training the model with the physically-informed loss we first create the input data-set differently. The input
data remains the same such that each sample has u(n−1)m and unm but the label of each output is u(n+1)m and u(n+1)m+1.
Hence, when training the model, the true values of u(n+1)m and u(n+1)m+1 will be usable inside the loss function. We
remark that the output of the network remains just û(n+1)m, we achieve this by designing an architecture where the
last layer outputs a single vector and the loss terms handle two vectors. A sketch of the physically-informed loss
calculation process is given in figure 3.

In each step of the training session, when calculating the loss for each training sample, we have access to the true
values of the vectors u(n−1)m, unm, u(n+1)m and u(n+1)m+1. We first use u(n−1)m and unm to predict u(n+1)m as shown above

and we denote û(n+1)m as the predicted value. We calculate the MSE and set lMS E = m
NicNt

∑Nic
k=1

∑ Nt
m

n=1 MS Ek,(n+1)m. We
then use the FD method to calculate u(n+1)m+2 = FD(u(n+1)m, u(n+1)m+1) and û(n+1)m+2 = FD(û(n+1)m, u(n+1)m+1). We can
apply the FD method j times to get u(n+1)m+ j and û(n+1)m+ j such that 2 ≤ j ≤ m. We then calculate the MSE between

these vectors and set lPI = m
NicNt

∑Nic
k=1

∑ Nt
m

n=1 MS Ek,(n+1)m+ j. The combined loss term we use is then loss = lMS E + lPI .
Note, that the case j = 1 is equivalent to calculating lMS E :
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Fig. 3: Physically-informed loss calculation process

∀i = 1, ...,Nx, k = 1, ...,Nic : u(n+1)m+2
i − û(n+1)m+2

i = FD(u(n+1)m
i , u(n+1)m+1

i ) − FD(û(n+1)m
i , u(n+1)m+1

i ) =

��
���2 · u(n+1)m+1

i − u(n+1)m
i +

((((
((((

(((
((((

((((

c2 ·
∆t2

∆x2

(
u(n+1)m+1

i+1 − 2 · u(n+1)m+1
i + u(n+1)m+1

i−1

)
−

−

�����2 · u(n+1)m+1
i − û(n+1)m

i +
((((

((((
((((

(((
((((

c2 ·
∆t2

∆x2

(
u(n+1)m+1

i+1 − 2 · u(n+1)m+1
i + u(n+1)m+1

i−1

) =

u(n+1)m
i − û(n+1)m

i .

Therefore, we get MS Ek,(n+1)m+2 =
∑Nx

i=1

(
û(n+1)m+2

i − u(n+1)m+2
i

)2
=

∑Nx
i=1

(
û(n+1)m

i − u(n+1)m
i

)2
= MS Ek,(n+1)m. We tested

several choices for j and found that the choice of j = m performed the best. When choosing j=m, we compute using
the FD method, all of the time steps (n + 1)m + 2, ..., (n + 2)m and therefore we penalize their accumulated loss. The
results for this method are given in section 5.2.

A concern when using this method is that initially (at the first stages of the training step) the network produces
poor predictions for û(n+1)m, confusing the FD that might deny the networks convergence. To solve this issue, we start
training the network with only the MSE loss term and later apply the additional physically-informed term. This way
we let the network learn the problem first so it could make relatively accurate predictions for û(n+1)m and use them in
the physically loss term. Results show that after switching to the physically-informed loss, the calculated MSE loss
drops 10 times lower.

The physically-informed loss term uses the FD method (2) and thus is clearly a differentiable loss in its input of
two time step vectors. This enables the application of the automatic differentiation mechanism of Keras [14] for the
gradient descent method.

4.3. Model evaluation

There are several methods to evaluate the performance of the trained model. The model predicts the solution of
the PDE so we chose to use comparison methods that are commonly used for evaluating numerical schemes. We
first define an initial condition which is a linear combination of sine functions, such that we can calculate its analytic
solution over time. We can then compare the numerical methods to the analytic solution.

The numerical methods we used for comparison are the trained models (with and without the physically-informed
loss term) and an implicit method (Crank-Nicolson) [9, 10]. In this work we solve only a one dimensional problem so
we could calculate with a small ∆t and so we show the finer version along with the other comparisons. Note, the fine
FD discretization gives much better results. However, with a small ∆t, in a real problem it is expensive to calculate
the FD iterations. We compare the methods over time using the norm:
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∀n = 0, ...,
Nt

m
∀k = 0, ...,Nic

Ek,(n+1)m =

√∑Nx
i=0

∣∣∣u(n+1)m
i − ũ(n+1)m

i

∣∣∣2√∑Nx
i=0

∣∣∣u(n+1)m
i

∣∣∣2 (3)

where ũ is the solution produced by the compared method.
Two evaluations are of interest:

• Single-step prediction: We use the true values of u(n−1)m and unm to predict u(n+1)m. We calculate Ek,(n+1)m as in
(3) for each sample in the testing set (varying initial condition and time stamps). We average the error over all

time steps to obtain E = m
NicNt

∑Nic
k=1

∑ Nt
m

n=1 Ek,(n+1)m and compare this error term between all methods. A smaller
average means results closer to the analytic solution.

• Multi-step prediction: We start by using u0 and um to predict û2m. We use um and the predicted û2m to predict
û3m. In general, we use û(n−1)m and ûnm to predict û(n+1)m. We compare the accumulative error over time between

all methods. For each initial condition we calculate Ek = m
Nt

∑ Nt
m

n=1 Ek,(n+1)m from the multi-step predictions. We
then take the mean of all Ek in the testing set (Mean of Ek in table 3). In addition, we calculate the maximal and
median of values of Ek,(n+1)m over m and average them over k. Smaller metrics (mean, maximum and median)
mean results closer to the analytic solution.

5. Numerical tests and results

5.1. Experiment setup
We tested the method on problem (1) setting Ω = [0, 1], T = 1, c = 7 and v0(x) = 0. Problem (1) then becomes:

ü(x, t) = c2uxx(x, t) 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
u(x, 0) = u0(x) 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
u̇(x, 0) = 0 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ T.

(4)

For the numerical grid we chose Nt = 4000 and Nx = 500 on the domain [0, 1]. For these conditions the CFL
number is:

α = c
∆t
∆x

= 7 ×
1

400
1

500

= 8.75 > 1,

which violates the CFL condition. Multiplying ∆t by m = 10 we get a CFL number of 0.875 which satisfies the
stability condition.

The orthonormal basis functions we use are {sin(πkx)}20
k=1. We use these basis functions to create the initial

conditions that form the training, validation and testing data-sets. Each initial condition is a linear combination of the
basis functions

∑20
n=1 ansin(πnx). The coefficients are randomly generated and satisfy

∑20
n=1 |an|

2 = 1. Figure 4 presents
5 examples of randomly generated initial conditions.

We generate 1, 250 initial conditions and use the FD method with the fine discretization (m∆t) as described in
section 3.4 to create the data-set consisting of 1, 250 · 397 = 496, 250 samples. Each sample is of the form:

Input : (un−10, un) → Label : (un+10, un+11), n = 10, 20, ..., 3980

The samples are split into training, validation and testing sets with ratios of 80%, 10% and 10% respectively (total
size of 5GB of data). The stochastic gradient descent optimizer we used is the ADAM optimizer [13] with batch size
of 16 and the code was written using Keras [14]. We trained for 50 epochs without the MSE loss term and 350 more
with the combined (MSE and physically-informed) loss term. The model was saved based on best performance on
the validation set. We used a nVidia Tesla T4 GPU to train the model for approximately 2 days. The trained model
size is approximately 5MB. This model is used for the following calculations.
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Fig. 4: 5 Randomly sampled initial conditions that were created for the data-set

5.2. Results

We compare the performance of the method as discussed in section 4.3. The evaluations are performed on the
testing set (which does not include samples from the training or validation sets). The single-step prediction average
errors are shown in table 2. As shown in the table, the model performs better than the implicit method. Recall that
the FD method is calculated using the fine discretization ∆t

m . It is used only as a reference solution (with coarse
discretization ∆t the error ”blows up”).

Method E

Model trained without physically-informed component 0.012139
Model trained with physically-informed component 0.012067

Explicit FD 0.012091
Implicit 1.23709

Table 2: Single-step comparison of the various methods over the testing data

The training set used for training the model contains solutions computed using the finite-difference method. We
observe that the errors of the model (with and without the physically-informed component) and the explicit finite-
differences method are similar, which shows that the model trained well for the single step prediction. Using the
model for multi-step prediction is different since it is not what the model was trained for, and therefore it is a more
difficult task. We expect the error values to vary between the methods and showcase the contribution of the physically-
informed component in the multi-step results.

The multi-step prediction over time error for a specific initial condition is given in figure 5. The FD result is
shown for reference. We observe that although the implicit method remains stable, the error is much larger than the
one of the model. In addition, the improvement of the physically-informed element is clear from the figure. The
best performance for this initial condition is by using the neural-network model with the physically-informed loss
term. We tested the model with several different initial conditions constructed using the defined basis functions and
achieved the same result. The error over time is oscillatory due to the nature of the sine functions we used to create
the data.

The multi-step metrics discussed in section 4.3 are given in table 3. We observe higher error values due to
the accumulative error in the multi-step process. As explained in 4.3, the explicit method is calculated with a finer
time discretization and the performance is better as expected, it is shown only for reference. The model with the
physically-informed loss term is performing the best.

5.3. Generalization

Using sines as basis functions for training and testing the model raises the question whether the model can perform
well given an initial condition that was not formed using a finite linear combination of sine functions. We explore the
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Fig. 5: Error over time comparing four different approximation methods

Method Mean of E Mean of max(Eic(tn)) Mean of median(Eic(tn))

Model trained without physically-informed component 0.197140 0.665867 0.153857
Model trained with physically-informed component 0.021158 0.062016 0.018769

Explicit FD 0.011912 0.036059 0.010889
Implicit 1.122231 1.791727 1.155944

Table 3: Multi-step comparison of the various methods over the testing data

ability of the model to generalize - predict solutions of initial conditions it was not trained on with high accuracy. We
define a set of testing random initial conditions using:

u(x, 0) =

20∑
k=1

ake−(x−bk)2+ck sin(πkx), (5)

where
∑20

k=1 |ak |
2 =

∑20
k=1 |bk |

2 =
∑20

k=1 |ck |
2 = 1, ak, bk, ck ∈ [−1, 1] are generated randomly. Using separation of

variables, we find the analytic solution of the wave problem given such an initial condition by finding its Fourier
coefficients. The coefficients are calculated using:

Al =

∫ 1

0

 20∑
j=1

a je−(x−b j)2+c j sin(π jx)sin(πlx)

 dx, ∀l : Al , 0 almost surely,

and the solution is given by:

u(x, t) =

∞∑
l=1

Alsin(πlx)cos(cπlt).

We compare the methods to the explicit FD approximation. We calculate the norms as in (4.3) but with the fine FD
approximation instead of the analytic solution. We compare the model with and without the physically-informed
component and the implicit method in terms of multi-step prediction performance as defined in section 4.3. An
example for the error over time for a randomly generated initial condition as in (5) is given in figure 6. Table 4
presents the metrics discussed in section 4.3 for a testing set generated with initial conditions as in (5).
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Fig. 6: Error over time comparing the implicit method and the model with physically-informed term, with a initial condition of the type (5)

Method Mean of Ek Mean of maxn(Ek,(n+1)m) Mean of mediann(Ek,(n+1)m)

Model trained without physically-informed component 0.175957 0.597869 0.145254
Model trained with physically-informed component 0.049573 0.104450 0.048273

Implicit 1.131291 2.050409 1.149680

Table 4: Multi-step comparison of the various methods over the testing data

6. Conclusion

In this work we introduced a method to solve PDEs explicitly while violating of the CFL condition. We used deep-
learning to overcome the stability issue such that the trained neural network is used as an explicit numerical scheme.
Additionally, we improved the method by training the model with a physically-informed loss term that makes the
network aware of the physical problem it is trying to approximate. We tested the model on the one dimensional wave
equation and examined the results. We observed better accuracy than the reference implicit model while preserving
the fast calculation times. The presented approach can be used for many other PDE related problems.

We plan on expanding the model to more difficult problems. For example, stiff problems with both large and
small physical processes such as the weather equations that model both wind propagation (low propagation speed)
and influence of acoustic waves on the wind (high propagation speed) on the same grid. We also intend to check the
robustness of the model with respect to noise in the data and develop accurate models in the presence of noise. Also,
further research will be done on making the network more physically aware (in addition to the physically-informed
loss term). For example, designing network layers that mimic the state-of-the-art numerical schemes while including
a set of learned weights to optimize for the specific data-set used.
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